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George and Helen Jackson Heritage Room 

Joe Saint Fonds 
Holland Marsh  v.1 part 310 

 
 

JSC v.1-310-01  Agricultural Queries 

- celery rot 

- storing celery in a storage pit 

 

JSC v.1-310-02  Ansnorveld, a mini-history. 

- by Dorothy Cilipka 

- timeline 

- first settlers 

 

JSC v.1-310-03  Ansnorveld. 

- by Dorothy Cilipka 

- story of Ansnorveld 

- churches 

- schools 

 

JSC v.1-310-04  Ansnorveld 

- a handwritten note about houses built in Ansnorveld 

 

JSC v.1-310-05  Amsterdam. 

- by Dorothy Cilipka 

- story of Amsterdam 

- sawmills 

- Durham House 

- Amsterdam school 

- the toll gate 

- the docks 

 

JSC v.1-310-06  Biggest kitchen garden in the country.  

- article in Maclean’s Magazine, Sept. 15, 1953  

- by Marjorie Wilkins Campbell 

- the soil, history, settlers 

 

JSC v.1-310-07  Bradford Marsh.  

- 1902 article, March 27 

- marsh hay for mattresses 

 

JSC v.1-310-08  Breaking ground in the Holland Marsh. 

- early history 

- depletion of muck soil 
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JSC v.1-310-09  Correspondence from Aurora and District Historical Society. 

- to Joe Saint 

- William D. Watson 

- Arthur Bonisteel 

- Collis Leather Company 

 

 

JSC v.1-310-10  The Dream of Watson and Day 
- by Nancy Beasley 

- from book Bradford’s 125
th

 Anniversary 

 

JSC v.1-310-11  Early days of the Marsh. 

- newspaper article, Feb. 17, 1971 

- floating bridge 

- Amsterdam 

- Marsh hay 

- original idea to drain the marsh 

 

JSC v.1-310-12  Essay re: (Beginnings of Holland Marsh. ) 

- author unknown 

- early crops, hardships 

 

JSC v.1-310-13  Holland Marsh 

- street map 

   

JSC v.1-310-14  Holland Marsh Drainage Committee   
- members list (mid-1990s?) 

 

JSC v.1-310-15  Holland Marsh Gardens.  

- feature article in Trade and Transportation magazine, 1949 

- letter from Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent 

- the Holland River marsh 

- pre-drainage days 

- men of vision 

- crops 

- organization and storage 

 

JSC v.1-310-16  Holland Marsh gives wonderful results. 

- Professor Day reports at Nominations of King and West Gwillimbury, Dec. 1930 

- $26,000 off 37 acres 

- canning factories ( sell what we can, what we can’t, we’ll can) 

- creating employment 

- bridges and roads 

 

 


